The importance of cities becomes ever greater not only for the modification of the landscape, but also for the distribution of social classes. Poets, philosophers and artists have imagined ideal cities that could satisfy the need for a good quality of life for citizens. Since the most ancient civilizations poets and philosophers have imagined ideal cities, with road plots corresponding to the various social classes. In the final text I will describe some examples of ideal cities presented by Homer, especially in the description of the shield of Achilles, from Plato in the description of his Atlantis, etc. Atlantis (Ἀτλαντὶς νῆσος, "island of Atlas") is a fictional island mentioned in Plato's works Timaeus and Critias, where Plato represents the ideal state imagined in The Republic The city depicted in the Homeric shield of Achilles, as an ideal form, centred and circular, competes with the other city scheme based on an orthogonal plan and linear structures. The form of the Homeric city has exerted a paradigmatic function for other cities in Greece and Rome. Among the best known images of ideal cities I will consider the Città del Sole (City of the Sun) by Tommaso Campanella and Utopia by Thomas More. There are many books of collection of paintings of cities (G Braun and F Hogenberg, 1966).The most complete and interesting is that of Caspar van Wittel or Gaspar van Wittel (1652 or 1653, Amersfoort -September 13, 1736, Rome). He was a Dutch painter who played a remarkable role in the development of the veduta. He is credited with turning city topography into a painterly specialism in Italian art (G Briganti, 1996) . A rich collection of maps of Rome in the books by Amato Pietro Frutaz. The city "liquid dimension" represents the complexities and contradictions of civic communities increasingly characterized by fragmentation and social unease.
An introduction. City maps
The city and the urban population always take on greater importance in the current world. This is why I think that cartography must pay increasing attention to cities, to the road network, to odonomy, but above all to the quality of urban life, contrasting the static nature of the cartographic design. A term for defining the urban complexity is rhizomatic network. The term, very ambiguous, often recurs in the urban descriptions represented as open systems, always feasible, however and everywhere, where losing oneself acquires the meaning of a new discovery, of an unpredictable encounter (Salazar 2003; Careri 2006) . The rhizomecity is a network that cannot be unrolled, it is extensible to infinity, without exterior or interior. In it the process of connection between nodes is also a continuous process of correction of the connections themselves, so that its structure changes at every moment, "and each time it could be travelled along different lines, encouraging contradictions: if each of its nodes can be connected with every other node of it, from every node we can reach every other node " (Eco 2007: 59-60) . Obviously not all cities obey this system, but certainly, the systematic development of the centre and the periphery is dissolving into a polycentric structure, from which the quality of life in the different areas cannot be deduced. From a historical point of view we can compare two or more city maps of different historical times to follow the physical evolution of the city. But the comparison must be carried out with caution, because the author of the map does not always faithfully report the situation of the city at a precise moment. For the city of Rome an excellent collection of city maps are the three volumes of Frutaz, which present city maps from Roman times to the modern age. The publication, promoted by the Universal Exhibition Authority (E.U.R.), by the Municipality of Rome and by the State Poligrafic Institute, was to be published in 1942, on the occasion of the Twentieth Exposition which then did not take place due the second world war.
Resumed after the war, the project was completed by the archaeologist and historian from Aosta, Amato Pietro Frutaz (Torgnon, 1907 (Torgnon, -1980 
Dreaming of an ideal city
The city is from immemorial times the centre of religious, social and political life, so much so that it is protected by walls. We should therefore not be surprised if it has always assumed considerable importance in the collective imagination, starting with the first peoples. Distinguished poets and thinkers of the past have had an emblematic reference point in the city. Imagination and desire of an ideal city, not only the urbanistic point of view, but also the social one, as a place of perfect happiness for its inhabitants. There are few exceptions of cities symbolically defined as cities of evil and sin, like Babylon. "After seventy years, I will punish the king of Babylon and that people -says the Lord -for their crimes, will punish the land of the Chaldeans and reduce it to a perennial desolation" (Jeremiah 25:12 In later times, however, having experienced terrible earthquakes and floods, in the course of a day and night, the whole complex of your warriors suddenly sank beneath the earth, and the Island of Atlantis, similarly submerged by the sea, disappeared. (25C-D)" . Their decadence instead, ruled by natural cataclysms and, in the case of Atlantis, due to the greed of men, is a clear reminder of the corruption of states already described in the Republic. In analogy with the structure of the Timaeus, the second part of the Critias should have described the intermediate reality between logos and disorder, with a clear reference to the situation of the poleis in the decade between 360 and 350 BC, characterized by clashes between a center and the other for the control of commercial traffic. Also after the disappearance of the rival city, the Athens of the myth could have saved itself from the inexorable decline only by turning to laws inspired by Good (Adorno, 1978, pp. 213-215 
The vedute
A happy combination of art, cartography and urban planning is that of the so-called views (in Italian vedute). In the days preceding the advent of photography, many artists and painters have dedicated themselves to representing cities not only in maps , but also in perspective, with oblique points of view, bringing out the artistic value of some buildings, such as churches, palaces of power and squares designed by famous artists. A fertile period of images of cities is that of the Grand Tour. Many travellers from different cultures come to Rome and Italy, but also to Greece, to admire the remains of classical antiquity. Often the sensitivity of Goethe or Stendhal or other travellers poets and prose writers have handed down memories that are not always objective, but certainly artistic of landscapes and cities. This is why the images of design and writings allow us to enter well into the historical and cultural context of different times. 
The liquid city
The density finds the right of citizenship in the "liquid" dimension and faithfully represents the complexity and contradictions of civic communities increasingly characterized by fragmentation and social unrest. The advancement of research and the most sophisticated application experiments in urban planning suggest a new hermeneutics for density, no longer confined to a static conception of the condition and urban. In a cutlral moment in which strong reference patterns of the settlement phenomenology lack, inverted by the density of flux, it represents a decisive trump card to fully understand the functioning logic of urban space and outlining virtuous evolutionary horizons. The new disciplinary dimension consists in knowing how to see the city for rhizomatic networks able to make explicit the potential of new identity spaces and return mature relationships of meaning to the system of traditional and static centrality (Monardo 2010 p. 7). The city of "liquid dimension" represents the complexities and contradictions of civic communities increasingly characterized by fragmentation and social unease. The more sophisticated application in urban planning show for density a new hermeneutics. In a cultural moment the "dynamic figure" of the settlement phenomenology, inverted by the "flow density", represents a decisive asset to get to know the logic of the urban space and to outline its virtuous horizons. The new mission consists in "knowing how to see" the city, explaining the potential of the new identity spaces. In the mid-to-late 1990s, Zygmunt Bauman (19 November 1925 -9 January 2017) began to explore postmodernity and consumerism. It had changed from a society of producers into a society of consumers. According to Bauman, this change reversed Freud's "modern" trade-off, i.e., security was given up in exchange for more freedom, freedom to purchase, consume, and enjoy life. In his books in the 1990s Bauman wrote of this as being a shift from "modernity" to "post-modernity". His books have tried to avoid the confusion surrounding the term "postmodernity" by using the metaphors of "liquid" and "solid" modernity. In his books Bauman still writes of the same uncertainties that he portrayed in his writings on "solid" modernity. But in these books he writes of fears becoming more diffuse and harder to pin down. Bauman coined the term allosemitism to encompass both philo-Semitic and anti-Semitic attitudes towards Jews as the other. Bauman emphasizes the negative political effect of media have on voter's choice by denouncing them as 'trap' where people only 'see reflections of their own face'. An example of liquid city in the antiquity is Spina (Zamboni 2016) . The ancient port of Spina, a city founded in the second half of the 6th century BC, communicates to us sequences of precariousness. The continuous incidents of fires, the renovations and the project variations that we perceive from the excavation stratigraphy reveal the settlement difficulties and the experiments in the building field through which its inhabitants tried to tame a difficult landscape. And perhaps also the political and social relations between the various components of the surveyed, if after just three centuries the city disappears forever under the waters of the lagoon
Conclusions

